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). As such, CRISPR/Cas9 can be applied to test targeted perturbation of candidate genes and 47 variants within QTL regions, to assess the consequence on the trait of interest. This knowledge raises 48 the possibility of enhancing genomic selection accuracy via increased weighting on functional variants.
49
In addition, genome editing can potentially by applied to create de novo variation, or to introduce 50 favourable alleles segregating in closely related strains or species (Gratacap et al., 2019) .
51
The aforementioned genome editing approaches typically focus on a single target locus, and there 52 are several examples of successful CRISPR editing of single loci in vivo in farmed fish species (e.g.
53 Datsomor et al., 2019; Edvardsen et al., 2014) , reviewed in (Gratacap et al., 2019) ). CRISPR/Cas9 54 has also been successfully applied in salmonid cell culture models to investigate specific components 55 of the interferon pathway (Dehler et al., 2019) . Another exciting application that has emerged in recent 56 years is the development of genome-wide CRISPR knock out (so-called GeCKO) screens in cell 57 culture models (Doench, 2018) . This involves creation of a library of tens/hundreds of thousands of 58 guide RNAs (gRNA) targeting every gene in the genome of the species of interest, or can also be 59 used to target non-translated regions such as enhancers or miRNA (Fulco et al., 2019) . These guides 60 are then synthesised, packaged into a lentivirus vector, and transduced into a cell line constitutively 61 expressing Cas9 (or alternatively the transduced construct can also code for the Cas9 protein). The 62 lentivirus dose used results in approximately one gRNA integration per cell. The cell pool is then 63 screened (e.g. using a pathogen challenge) and the selected cells (surviving, fluorescently labelled, 64 or another marker of selection) sequenced. The enrichment or depletion of gRNAs compared to the 65 control population informs on the role of their target genes in the phenotype under investigation. This 66 approach has led to fundamental host-pathogen discoveries, particularly in virology as the cell intrinsic 67 nature of the innate immune response is very well suited to interrogation with this platform. Such 68 screens have led to the discovery of the Norovirus receptor (Orchard et al., 2016) and the role of 69 endoplasmic reticulum membrane complex in Zika virus infection (Savidis et al., 2016) . Genome-wide 70 screens have been applied in several species, from humans to fly (Viswanatha et al., 2018) , including 71 parasites such as Toxoplasma gondii (Sidik et al., 2018) , and plants (Meng et al., 2017) but has yet 4 to be applied in farmed fish species, where it could have major potential for discovering genes involved 73 in disease resistance, and improving knowledge of host-pathogen interaction.
74
There are currently several barriers and knowledge gaps preventing the application of GeCKO 75 screens in fish. However, one of the major one was overcome when a potentially suitable cell line was show an improvement of transduction efficiency from 47 % to 63 % (Fig 1c) . Finally, reducing the 118 incubation time of the cells with the lentivirus from 24 h to 4 h reduced the transduction efficiency from 119 63 % to 43 % for 22 °C incubation and 73 % to 53 % for 28-22 incubation group (Fig 1d) . Therefore,
120
we propose an optimised protocol for efficient transduction of CHSE cells using neat lentivirus 6 supernatant on suspended cells, together with a spinfection step (2h at 1000 x g) and incubation for 122 24 h at 22 °C (Figure 1a , 1b). These optimised settings were used for downstream experiments. 15 % of the sequences were estimated to be unedited (Fig 2d) .
142
In summary, the results show that the pKLV2 plasmid (containing the human U6 promoter) is 143 functional and effective at transcribing gRNA in the CHSE cell line, and that the lentivirus delivery 144 strategy (either neat, or diluted together with antibiotic selection for enrichment) leads to very high 145 genome editing efficiency.
7
To validate that the editing strategy was efficient on a salmon gene, the Chinook salmon retinoic acid- 
176
the transduction of cell lines has been shown to be efficient with the retrovirus system, but its adoption 177 to edit the genome of fish cell lines has not been demonstrated.
178
In the present study, the delivery method of the retrovirus-derived second-generation lentivirus system 179 (Naldini et al., 1996) was optimised to stably integrate an EGFP construct in the salmonid cell line 
224
The prospect of developing and applying a genome wide CRISPR KO screen in fish cell lines is very 225 attractive for many reasons (Doench, 2018; Gratacap et al. 2019) to verify correct insertion using U6_Fw_seq primer (Table 1) . 
326
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